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About This Game

Oh no!
The chicken coop is getting too crowded! Chase down those chickens and toss them out of there before the coop gets overrun!

The chickens will run from you and hatch more and more chicks until they are free. If too many chickens are in the coop at
once, you lose!

Make sure you put on your deodorant because this one will get ya all sweaty! :D
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Title: Chicken Chase
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Kalan Ray
Publisher:
VKTRY Creative Studios
Release Date: 5 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX970, or AMD Radeon R9 290

Storage: 115 MB available space
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I really liked this but then again I like old school type games..probably cause I guess I am old school when it comes to gaming.
This game was like an open worldish Dragon Warrior(Quest). Sure as heck looks just like the ole Dragon Warrior when it was
still warrior not quest. Lots of little side things and quest to do as well. Id say this is more like Dragon Warrior 2-4 on nes than
DW1 because in DW1 you only had 1 character this game you have a full party. This is an rpg maker which I have played a
bunch of, but this is the first one I ever played that was more old school nes graphics but still it was fun to me. You like old rpg
games you will probably like this. Oh more than one main ending with tons of slight variations depending on what you did in the
game. Yes probably a couple dozen side quests or things you effect the ending slightly.. Pleasing puzzle mechanics that twigs
your brain in all the right ways. I kind of wish I could give this one a middle thumb...
I did enjoy the game a lot but one thing I was quite disappointed in was how short the routes are. I wish there's be more to it,
that's all. The plot was good so I think there could definitely be more content. I liked that you can choose different options and
unlock future options with the personality you choose. The art was nice and pretty (though Rex's hair was flipped around...
which way is it?), the music was good and just overall, I had a good time playing it. And the price isn't that bad either! So I can
recommend this game to all who love some drama and vampires.. This is a very short and easy HO game to play. I got through
in 3 hours on the second setting. I didn't skip any puzzles or HO scenes as they were extremely easy. So if you're looking for a
challenging game, this is not it!!
Graphics were good, as was the voice acting and music. There were hidden origamis and snowflakes which I didn't bother about.
Story was so-so. I give it 5/10 due to lack of challenge and shortness of the game.. Kingspray Graffiti was a great help for me to
practice real life graffiti. The realistic drips and pressure, made it the ideal game for both hardcore painters and newcomers.
What I especially love, is the camera feature. Moving around all cinematic. You will be able to film your experience from 9
different angles, while also being able to see the camera through the goggles.

10/10 <3. this game is a joke for a company that is asking for £40 for a game you would atleast feel the game has some
implicaitions to make it fun well guess what! this game is awful. A joke of a comapny taking money from fans for this game i
wouldnt even pay £10 for how bad this is,, you can legit stand still and the game will hit the ball and for the shots, it doesnt
matter what you press you will always chop the ball. A Joke the company shouldnt even exist on how poor this game is and how
they are stealing your money for buying this game, update the game or dont make games you joke of a company legit shouldnt
even be creating games!. I like this campaign mission very much. It is straight-forward and the side-objectives don't burden you
overly. I like the difficulty with the mission because I found I was expanding too fast for my workforce so I had 550 population
with nearly 200 open jobs, which with my factories was a major burden on my sustainable income.

Only minor annoyance I would say is the major side-objectives that accompanied the mission of significance were given out too
late into the mission in my opinion, but thats relatively minor. Very solid DLC and I recommend. I purchased the DLC for
$1.40 and I totally recommend it at that price, however $3.99 I think is too much to justify the content in the price. I got about
three hours out of the mission personally. 8.5\/10

----

Thanks for reading my review! If you like my reviews and care to read more, feel free to join Antwog's Analysis (Reviews). 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/AntwogReviews
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If you have questions comment below or post in Antwog's Analysis (Reviews) general discussion page. If you liked it, give it a
rating.
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I'm only putting this as not recommended for the current build (As of October 6th, 2015). While the game has good points, right
now there's some flaws that make it so that you would be better off waiting for a while to get the game. Hopefully in a few
months all the kinks are worked out.

That said, I DO enjoy the game! The game still feels super Escapist-y, you have a schedule, you do chores to keep down the
zombie meter (Replacement to the Heat meter), there's a lot of crafting in this game, but with being ported into the 'Walking
Dead' world, there's also a story, that follows the comics more closely than the tv series. I've not seen the comics, so I can't
confirm how close it is myself. Other reviewers might though. The levels are short, but it doesn't feel unnecessarily short, as
long as you take the time to explore each level without rushing through to the next.

Unfortunately, some of the flaws become noticeable as you go on-your AI is pretty bad. Sometimes, if you go up into a vent
with allies following you, instead of staying with below the vent entryway like they usually do, occassionally they'll attempt to
follow you in erratic ways, usually leaving the building you're in and running face first into a bunch of zombies. That is
unfortunate. On top of that, sometimes the level design feels almost spiteful. Duct tape is just as scarce, but now you need other
items too, and you'll find occassionally they're just as scarce. Now I'm all for Nintendo Hard games, but requiring several hours
of searching desks every day to find that one item that'll let me open into a room containing a key so that I can open a door to
get the one item I need to advance -one- quest to the next feels a little unfair. But maybe that's just me whining :P

I did however encounter a glitch in Alexandria. I cannot seem to reproduce it, but after hours in that level, I saved, exited the
game, and then the next time I came on, I was no longer Rick, I was playing as Abraham. I also had HIS stats and his items. So I
lost a few really nice items I had in my inventory, plus one of the two items to complete the quest I was on, and I also lost the
several days in game it took to max out Rick's stats-Abraham's were in the 30s. Luckily nothing was changed in my desk
(though it changed to Abraham's desk).

All in all, the game feels like....hmm. if I were to use a metaphor, it'd be like a game made by 6 people, and 2 of those people,
regularly do unpaid overtime, because they really feel strongly about the game, they want it to be the best possible experience,
two of them just do what they're paid to, no more, no less, and then the last two devs just...kinda sit in the back and play another
game all day. There's great polish in some places, decent in others, and some places it just falls right off the wagon.

 I want to be clear though-I don't think the devs -actually- did that, hence why I phrased it as a metaphor. Every situation is
different. Stuff happens. But unfortunately, the game does not feel worth it's price right now. Maybe in the future, but until
then, get it on sale, or wait. Very nice game, i'm enjoying it a lot.. Running it on a high end system with HTC vive and I have not
made past the menus at the beginning. The two times it almost seemed to connect to a server it just teleported me to a edge of
the menu platform and you are then stuck in limbo.

I would wait before buying this title, even in early access.. This game is not for millenials that can't beat the first world in
Cuphead.. I have a demo video uploaded on my youtube page here: https:\/\/youtu.be\/0Gmfo0KGLzc

To me, this is a fun simulation to play or demo to others. Although the graphics are simple, it works for what it is. The controls
are easy to learn and you can just jump in and play, but the tutorial portion of the game is always there in the begining which
can be a little anoying wwhen you already know the controls, it makes you go through them each time. I hope the developer adds
some really tall skyscrapers or bridges with construction, like lifting I-beams or equipement. Inside the platform of the crane is
very basic with no other interaction besides controlling the crane itself, would be nice to be able to use some of the buttons on
the fuse boxto say start up the crane, or the elevator, maybe some alarms or safety switches, I dont know, make you have to start
it up etc. There is a constant musical beat repeating in the background that gets very repetative quick, would be nice to be able
to mute or change, perhaps add your own tracks from steam library. Also no way to end the game inside the game, no menu.
Thoes are a few things that I would say needs a little work, but the fun factor for me is the job simulator kinda game, your a
crane operator loading and unloading containers on a cargo ship, with a time limit and money earnings...what can you buy with
the money...not sure yet, maybe the developer will figure out something, but for now the money is your score :) So if you've
ever wanted to be up in a crane picking up containers and moving them into position, this game is for you. As for replaying, sure
I will try to beat my score with better precision and less damage and will continue to play if more areas are developed
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